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Much like a snowflake, each leg is different: something that works for one person won't necessarily work for you. It is important to find the right pair of boots for your feet, and take the time to try on different styles and sizes to ensure happy feet throughout the season. However, there are
many options out there. How do you even begin to narrow the choice? To help you, let's tickle your hands with some tips and pointers from expert locksmiths loading Burton. When you shop for new snowboard boots, knowing that your riding style is the best starting point. Ask yourself what
type of rider you are. Burton makes boots to accommodate different levels of ability and snowboarding styles, so determine your riding type below and check out the model boots we recommend. Nina Kay (@ninakay) helps her daughter Emma with her Burton Mini-Thunder snowboard
boots. Soft and forgiving, these boots are perfect for new and aspiring snowboarders who need easy flexibility learning to turn. Conversely, they support in ankles and calves where your developing muscles need it most. Some of these boots also use fast lacing technology to make it easier
to get them on and off. Soft Snowboard Women BootsMen's Soft Snowboard BootsKid's Snowboard Boots Anna Gasser provides her Limelight Boa® Boots. If taunting and jumping is your taste, we recommend our park line and freestyle boots. Whether you prefer landscape parks or urban
places, freestyle boots tend to be softer all around with support in key areas. The high-quality liner provides comfort and cushioning for sharp landings and bumps, while various lacing systems allow riders to adapt the cosiness or looseness of the shoe. Show and say: Red Gerard is a big
fan of his Burton Ionov. Generally more responsive than the other two categories above, all the mountains and freeride boots like the ones below provide more support so riders can fold fast turns and stomp more air conditioning. Most importantly, these boots have loads of comfort-driven
technology and innovation in NIOCRIT, so your feet stay energized after long days of riding. All-mountain snowboard women BootsMen's All-Mountain Snowboard Boots Select Lacing SystemsUnlike your regular sneakers, snowboard boots go beyond traditional lace. At Burton, we have



three types of lacing systems, so you can quickly dial in (literally!) your preferred fit. Men's Burton Photon Boa® Snowboard Boot If you like fast and easy lacing, we recommend trying out the boa® closing. Using a stick to crank down wire laces, you can micro-adjust the integrity of your
shoe without removing your gloves or opting on each individual The Boa® tightens your shoelaces evenly over your feet and loosens just as easily. Burton Mint women snowboard boot, if you like the old style of school lace but want something faster and more efficient, try try The zone™
system. Speed zone™ uses two lace pull that allow you to loosen and tighten the upper and lower areas of your shoe independently, so you can get a more individual fit. Shop Speed zone™ Lacing Boots Men's Burton Kendo snowboard boot If you prefer to lace up your own boots is a
good ol' fashion way, traditional lace way. They give you complete freedom of lacing however you like, say, if you prefer the tongue a little looser and the bottom zone is snug and tight. The no-BS approach to traditional laces also puts these shoes in a more affordable category, if the budget
is a factor. Shop Traditional Lacing Boots Odds, Price will also play a role in your purchase. But investing in snowboard boots doesn't always mean reaching for the most expensive couples. As prices rise, so does the quality of materials and technology. These technologies are often
developed with advanced riders in mind. If you're newer on a snowboard or ride only a few days a year, it's the key to finding a boot that's designed for your abilities and needs, which often means looking at some of the most affordable options in Burton's lineup. Burton Boots by Price Get
Fitted Marko Grilc (@grilo) helps Emma try on boots. So you've identified several download models that fit your needs. It is now important to get installed properly before trying them out. Your street shoe size isn't always the same as your snowboard boot size, so don't think you'll slip your
feet to the same size as your gym shoes. Do the seller measure your feet and recommend size to try. Once you've got a few pairs off the shelves, pull on a pair of real snowboard socks. (Read: No Cotton!) A single pair of over-the-black wool or synthetic blend socks are best for wicking
away moisture and keeping your feet dry and warm when snowboarding. With your foot in the trunk, cinch up the inside lining, so snug around the whole leg. Then start working on the outer laces, again ensuring that the shoelaces are snug, but not too tight, right down to your foot. If you are
new to riding, they will help you so you can appreciate what that feels like. It's not always immediately obvious if the boot fits your leg or not. Once you've got a couple laced up, give them a flexible test, lunge around the store, swinging back and forth from heel to toe and spending 5-10
minutes going through the mental checklist requirements. (Don't feel weird doing a set of walking lunges through the snowboard aisle is perfectly normal.) First, your hands should barely touch the end of the boots. If they curl up in a box or swim around, ask to try on a different size.
Facebook, if you feel anything uncomfortable with the bat, like pressure points or too narrow width-chances, they will bother you even even On the hill. So, again, ask to try a different style or size until you find one that feels good while standing normally. Bear in mind that your boots will pack
and soften the more you drive. Once you've got a pair of boots that fit well at first impression, start busting out a few more lunges. If the heel lifts up, try the simplest solution first: tighten the shoelaces and try again. But if your ankles and heels are still floating around, consider trying a
different style or size. Take note of how flexible they are. Are they too tough? Too soft? Remember that different boots are built for different riding styles, so choose a pair that matches your dominant riding style. Also know that your boots will pack and soften the more times you drive, so
take that into account. Adding feet to your boot liner can make a huge difference throughout the day to comfort, especially if you need arch support. And let's face it, most of us actually do. If you have flat feet or high arches, finding the right level of support will help distribute the even
pressure throughout your leg. This equates to more spring in your stride. Or, snowboard-specific, more pop in your ollie. Investing in footbeds can range from $20 for over-the-counter insoles to $200 for custom insoles, but a number of specialty snowboard stores sell semi-custom insoles
that provide basic leg shapes that can be heat-shaped in the oven to form the contours of your own feet. It's an affordable solution that will leave you feeling supportive. Do you want to try the boots? Find a local store near you that can help you find the right one. Once you've got your boots,
take a look at our myth busting snowboard sized guide to help you find the right size riding style board. Any questions? Leave them below, or contact us to chat with Burton's management team. Go to the main content We recommend using leg length (Mondopoint). Find the official size
conversion chart below. Feedback from our users:choose the same shoe size as suggested in the size chartsuitable for feet with a regular widthConversion chart - Find your size Foot lengthMondopointUS MenEU size5.3135 mm7Y245.7145 mm8Y256.1155 mm9Y266.5165
mm10Y276.9175 mm11Y287.3185 mm12Y297.7195 mm13Y30.57.9200 mm131.58.1205 mm2338.3210 mm3348.7220 mm4358.9225 mm4.5369.1230 mm536.59.3235 mm6.5379.4240 mm6389.6245 mm6.5399.8250 mm74010.0255 mm7.540.510.2260 mm84110.4265
mm8.541.510.6270 mm94210.8275 mm9.542.511.0280 mm104311.2285 mm10.543.511.4290 mm114411.6295 mm11.544.511.8300 mm124512.2310 mm134612.4315 mm13.546.512.6 320 mm154813.4340 mm1649 How to measure the length of the foot Place the foot against the wall
and measure the distance from the wall to the tip of the feet. Manufacturers do not always use the same sizes for shoes. Therefore, we recommend using the length of the leg to find the find Size. The international standard of leg length is known as Mondopoint and indicates the size of the
leg in millimeters (mm). In a size chart we have converted Mondopoints in inches to make it easier for you, to find your size :-) -31% Burton Performance Light Socks 2Pk $57.95 $39.95 (1) Burton Mint Boa Women's Snowboard Boots $279.95 (2) Burton Thunder Linking Snowboards
$109.95 (6) Burton 279.95 (6) -9% Gig Bag $126.95 $114.95 (1) Burton Riglet Kids Snowboard $104.95 (16) Burton Snowboard Wall Mounts $23.95 (7) -9% Burton Jet Women's Jacket $219.95 $199.95 - 7% Burton Photon Boa Snowboard Snowboard Boots $409.95 $379.95 (2) -34%
Burton Elstar Park Girls Ski Jacket $159.95 $104.95 -19% Burton Ruler Boah Snowboard Boots $369.95 $299.95 (3) Burton Aluminum Logo Mats $149.95 .95 (3) -40% Burton Burke Flis Hood $34.95 $20.95 (8) -17% Burton Barnstorm Boys Snow Pants $114.95 $94.95 Burton Double
Take Ankle Tongue Slider $13.95 (1) We recommend using leg length (Mondopoint). Find the official size conversion chart below. Feedback from our users:choose the same shoe size as suggested in the size chartsuitable for feet with a regular widthConversion chart - Find your size Foot
lengthMondopointUK MenUS MenEU size5.3135 mm6C7Y245.7145 mm7C8Y256.1155 mm8C9Y266.5165 mm9C10Y276.9175 mm10C11Y287.3185 mm11C12Y297.7195 mm12C13Y30.57.9200 mm13C131.58.1205 mm12338.3210 mm23348.7220 mm34358.9225 mm3.54.5369.1230
mm4536.59.3235 mm4.56.5379.4240 mm56389.6245 mm5.56.5399.8250 mm674010.0255 mm6.57.540.510.2260 mm784110.4265 mm7.58.541.510.6270 mm894210.8275 mm8.59.542.511.0280 mm9104311.2285 mm9.510.543.511.4290 mm10114411.6 295 мм10.511.544.511.8300
mm11124512.2310 mm12134612.4315 mm12.513.546.512.6320 mm13144713.0330 mm14154813.4340 mm151649 Как измерить длину ноги Поместите ногу к стене и измерить расстояние от стены до кончика ног. Manufacturers do not always use the same sizes for shoes.
Therefore, we recommend using the length of the leg to find the right size. The international standard of leg length is known as Mondopoint and indicates the size of the leg in millimeters (mm). In a size chart we have converted Mondopoints in inches to make it easier for you, to find your
size :-) -5% Burton Moto Boa Snowboard Boots 219.95 th 209.95 (6) -27% Burton Photon Boa Snowboard Boots 329.95 239.95 POUNDS (2) Burton Mini Thunder Junior Snowboard Boots 83.95 pounds (1) Burton Mint Boa Women's Snowboard Boots 219.95 POUNDS (2) Burton Riglet
Children's Snowboard 83.95 POUNDS (16) Burton Thunder Snowboard Snaps 83.95 POUNDS (6) Burton Burton Gig Bag No 114.95 (1) -6% Burton Jet Set Women's Jacket 175.95 164.95 GBP -36% Burton Barnstorm Boys Ski Pants 92.95 POUNDS 59.95 Burton Double Take Tongue
Slider No 10.95 (1) Burton Alou Stud Mate 10.95 GBP (6) Burton Snowboard Wall Mounts 18.95 GBP -11% Burton Performance Light Socks 2Pk 45.95 yuan 40.95 (1) -36% Burton Elstar Park Girls Ski Jacket No 129.95 82.95 Burton Aluminum Logo Mata 11.95 (3) (3)
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